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Introduction

BUYERS MAY BE BETTER NEGOTIATORS THAN YOU REALIZE. KNOW THE TACTICS 
THEY USE SO YOU CAN CLOSE MORE DEALS WITH BETTER TERMS. 

The RAIN Group Center for Sales Research recently studied 713 buyers and sellers in a
major global study. The goal was to learn what differentiates Top Performers in Sales 
Negotiation from sellers who are neither as good nor as successful at sales negotiation 
(a group we call The Rest).

We analyzed data from 449 buyers—including 247 business buyers and 202 
procurement professionals—who represented $2.59 billion in annual purchases. 

Of the 16 tactics we studied that buyers use on sellers, these five rose to the top as the 
most effective:

1. One Last Thing: Buyers use sellers’ eagerness to get a deal done to wring out 
final concessions. 85% of buyers rate this as effective. 

2. Whack Back: Buyers say, “We need a better price.” 83% of buyers rate this as 
effective.

3. Split the Difference: Buyers say, “Meet us in the middle,” even though the 
middle might not be fair for sellers. 79% of buyers rate this as effective. 

4. Anchoring: Buyers share a low budget up front to set the stage for bargaining to 
start at a low price. 76% of buyers rate this as effective. 

5. Going Going Gone and Closing Window: Buyers require sellers to negotiate in 
very tight timeframes. 75% of buyers rate this as effective. 

In fact, all the buyer tactics studied, including the remaining 11 on the list, were rated 
effective by a minimum 63% of buyers. This means buyer negotiation tactics work very 
well very often. Buyers, it seems, may be better negotiators than some sellers think.

Sellers who are Top Performers in Sales Negotiation, however, are significantly better 
at dealing with these tactics compared to The Rest. They are more likely to gain 
agreement, and are much more likely to win those agreements at more favorable pricing. 
Interestingly, Top Performers are also 9.3x more likely to receive extremely effective 
negotiation training than The Rest. 

In sum, these tactics work too well too often for buyers, and sellers have significant room 
for improvement. 

Throughout this white paper, you’ll learn how Top Performers outperform The Rest in 
handling these five buyer negotiation tactics, and how you can improve, too. 
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You Will Face Negotiation Tactics from Buyers

WE WERE AWARDED THE CONTRACT...SORT OF

We worked on the sale for about nine months. The average size of our opportunities is about 
$600,000. This one was $2,400,000, so about four times the size. We had facilitated sessions. We 
did interviews. We organized a global team for the roll out. We pulled out all the stops and were 
awarded the contract.

Sort of. We had to “come in and work out the key terms and conditions” in person with the CFO, 
purchasing leader, and one business buyer we had worked with for the nine months. 

We showed up to the meeting scheduled for 8:15 a.m. at ten past eight. Don’t want to seem to 
eager, right?

Then we sat there for 75 minutes. Waiting. When someone finally arrived, it was someone we didn’t 
know and who was none-too-friendly. When we got to the meeting room, the eight people who were 
there (we thought there would be three) all had coffee and bagels. We weren’t offered anything.

At that point it was 9:50 a.m. The meeting was scheduled to finish at 11 a.m. Even though we were 
originally supposed to start at 8:15, the purchasing manager (not the VP, though he was in the 
room, too) said, “All right, let’s get started. Folks, just to let you all know we have a hard stop at 11, 
so we should probably just begin. We’ve all reviewed the proposal and, while it all looks in order for 
what we want to do, we’re going to need a better price.”

We’d like to think that we’re good fantasy writers and just came up with 
this, but no. This story was told to one of us, verbatim, at the beginning of a 
negotiation workshop we led. 

Great opening!

We’d like to say it’s the only time we’ve heard something like this, but this level 
of full-on, hardball negotiation happens often. In almost every negotiation, 
sellers face positional negotiation tactics from buyers. 

In fact, in our study of hundreds of negotiations, we learned that sellers face, 
on average, three tactics from buyers in every negotiation. 

Like it or not, if you sell, you’re going to face negotiation tactics of various 
types from buyers. Most sellers, in fact, face these all the time. 

3 AVERAGE NUMBER OF BUYER 
NEGOTIATION TACTICS SELLERS 
FACE IN EVERY NEGOTIATION
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Research Overview

We’ve learned a lot over the years about what works and what doesn’t for sellers in 
negotiations, but we never asked buyers the same questions in a rigorous and organized 
way. For our Top Performance in Sales Negotiation study, we did just that.

Questions we addressed included:

 � What are the most common negotiation tactics buyers use on sellers?

 � Which tactics work the best for buyers? For sellers? 

 � Which negotiation tactics, if sellers use them, tend to turn buyers off? 

 � How are business buyers different when negotiating versus procurement 
professionals? 

 � What do people in the procurement function want? 

 � How important is price really? (Should you come in high on price and expect to 
negotiate down, or come in at the core price and focus on holding firm?)

 � How many buyers share budgets when sellers ask? 

 � What do buyers think about sellers who negotiate with them? 

See page 16 for a complete list of the questions we sought to answer from both buyers’ 
and sellers’ perspectives in our Top Performance in Sales Negotiation study.

In this white paper, we focus on the answers to the following question: What are the five 
most effective negotiation tactics buyers use on sellers?

Note that we have carefully selected the wording “on sellers” and not “with sellers.” We 
studied dozens of factors and tactics related to buyer and seller negotiations. 

THE TOP FIVE MOST EFFECTIVE TACTICS BUYERS USE ARE NOT USED WITH 
SELLERS, THEY’RE USED ON SELLERS. THESE TACTICS ARE HARDBALL.

Other tactics are used more frequently by buyers (though most of the tactics studied 
are used quite frequently). Some are used more by business buyers and some by 
purchasing. Sellers often say they encounter different tactics than buyers think they use.

But one thing stands out no matter how we look at it: These five tactics are the most 
effective from the buyers’ perspective.
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Six Out of 10 Sellers Cave on Price

Before we get started, it’s worth highlighting an important data point from the outset. 

We asked 449 buyers to respond to the statement: “IN GENERAL, I/my team 
achieve pure price concessions from suppliers, that is, if we don’t change terms or 
deliverables materially, we still get the price to come down.”

BUYERS ACHIEVE PURE PRICE CONCESSIONS FROM SUPPLIERS

While there’s a lot contributing to this state of affairs, it’s safe to say there’s quite a bit of 
room for improvement. 

6 OUT OF 10 SELLERS CAVE ON PRICE DURING NEGOTIATIONS

MOST BUYERS RECEIVE A DISCOUNT DURING NEGOTIATIONS

88%
OF BUYERS RECEIVE 

A DISCOUNT
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16 Negotiation Tactics Buyers Use on Sellers

We studied 16 common negotiation tactics that buyers use on sellers. Below is the 
list—ranked from most to least effective—of tactics buyers use with sellers according to 
buyers themselves. 

1. Use seller eagerness to get a deal done to wring out final concessions

2. “We need a better price”

3. “Meet us in the middle” (even though the middle might not be fair)

4. Share a low budget up front to set the stage for bargaining to start at a low price

5. Require sellers to negotiate in very tight timeframes

6. “A competitor will accept this if you don’t”

7. Unbundle the solution but want to keep the same price

8. Limit seller access to decision makers

9. React emotionally to the price they give us 

10. Wear sellers down with requests and delays

11. Commoditize or discredit the seller’s value proposition to compare price to   
 other options

12. “Forget” key areas we already agreed to so we can return to these areas

13. Make extreme requests we eventually back away from in order to seem more   
 reasonable later

14. Walk away from the deal expecting the seller will reach back with    
 concessions

15. Make a relatively unimportant issue seem big to get a concession

16. Introduce a “bad cop” late in discussions to pressure price, change agreement,   
 or reopen issues

Note that we also asked buyers if they used any other tactics and only 3% reported 
something else. So, for 97% of buyers, this list essentially covers them all. 

WHAT TO DO WHEN BUYERS USE THESE TACTICS ON YOU 

The 6 Essential Rules, described on the next two pages, comprise a core negotiation 
framework that helps sellers address the tactics buyers use and achieve results with all 
types and sizes of sales negotiations. Learn more about the 6 Essential Rules. 

tactics buyers use intactics buyers use in

CHERRY PICKING
Buyer Says: “I know I said our initial order would be 5,000 
units with 5 components, but we’ll just need this piece first...”

Description: Buyer tries to unbundle a solution but assumes 
all will be the same price when it isn’t.

Response Strategy: 
 • Make sure to respond that it won’t work immediately to
  address the issue.
 • Note on proposals that price assumes “this solution and
  volume” and changes will affect overall price structure.
 • Engage discussion to work out appropriate pricing.

STICKER SHOCK
Buyer Says: “It costs how much?!”

Description: Buyer appears to be shocked with the price. It 
could be an orchestrated response.

Response Strategy: 
 • Wait for theatrics to die down.
 • Ignore their flinch, and ask why it seems high to them. 
  Often their reasoning is faulty.

$

WHACK BACK
Buyer Says: “Your price is too high...”

Description: Common buyer tactic to ALWAYS push back on 
the first price offered.

Response Strategy: 
 • Ask, “Why?” Response is often faulty logic.
 • Follow the RAIN process for responding to objections.
 • Focus on objectives and possibilities.

CLOSING WINDOW
Buyer Says: “Let’s do a site tour first...”

Description: You have limited time to do a deal. They 
suggest time wasters first so you are time pressured when you 
actually get to negotiating.

Response Strategy: If they’re stalling, ask to focus on the 
business agenda.

ONE LAST THING
Buyer Says: “I can get that signed today if you give this one 
last concession...”

Description: Buyer catches the seller at their most vulnerable 
point and uses eagerness to get the deal done to wring out 
final concessions.

Response Strategy: 
 • Don’t be tempted to cave.
 • Remind the buyer that the process to get to final 
  agreement includes flexibility on both sides.
 • Respond with questions and a trade offer.

SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE
Buyer Says: “Just meet me in the middle and let’s call it a 
day...”

Description: Buyer asks you to meet them in the middle, even 
though the middle may not be fair for you. 

Response Strategy: 
 • Beware of the emotional appeal of showing “good faith” 
  by splitting the difference. 
 • Don’t cave.
 • Search for a better solution.

PENCIL SHARPENING
Buyer Says: “You’re going to have to do better than this. We 
need to get it for less.”

Description: A common pushback to ‘get you ready’ to drop 
your price because ‘they’ll expect that.’ 

Response Strategy: 
 • Ask, “Why?”
 • Respond quickly that it’s not your expectation to simply 
  drop price for no reason.
 • Focus on differentiation. 
 • Have value-adds ready to bargain and help them save 
  face. Add more vs. dropping price.

RED HERRING
Buyer Says: “We’re really concerned about this huge issue...” 
(But, in reality, they’re not.)

Description: Buyer distracts the negotiation by introducing 
an unimportant issue to the seller, but making it seem 
important, so they’ll get a concession from you when they 
drop it. Then you are not inclined to stand firm on more 
important issues.

Response Strategy: 
 • Suggest dealing with issues separately.
 • If something else is important, don’t lose steam to 
  negotiate when you get to it.

THEATER OF THE ABSURD
Buyer Says: “We’ve revised our agreement. We want your first 
born child, too...”

Description: Buyer asks for the sun and the stars, knowing it’s 
absurd, hoping to then appear reasonable by lowering 
demands that are still, actually, unreasonable.

Response Strategy: Reverse direction by giving them an 
example of why what they are asking for is silly.

OUTLAST
Buyer Says: “This is too much for now. Then I’ll be out. Let’s 
re-engage in 2 months...”

Description: Buyer tries to outlast you and wear you down 
with delays.

Response Strategy:
 • Share your willingness to do the same.
 • Don’t seem too excited about moving forward.
 • Focus on urgency on their end with questions. If not 
  urgent, then don’t rush.

ANCHORING
Buyer Says: “We’re looking to spend no more than $500,000 
for this...”

Description: Buyer shares a target number, such as a budget 
cap, to anchor the bargaining range on the low side.

Response Strategy:
 • Go first with price. Don’t wait for them.
 • Find out whether it’s a real number or a ploy.
 • Understand what their likely alternatives are—this will help 
  you respond.

SELECTIVE MEMORY
Buyer Says: “I don’t remember agreeing to that...”

Description: Buyer conveniently “forgets” what they agreed 
to.

Response Strategy:
 • Avoid the issue altogether. Keep and share notes after all 
  meetings.
 • If you agreed to it, you agreed. Stick to that if it’s 
  important.
 • Get back to objectives and possibilities.

GOING, GOING, GONE
Buyer Says: “I’m talking to [name of your competitor] later, 
and I’m confident they’ll go for this.”

Description: A competitor-centric form of time pressure where 
“if you don’t accept the agreement, somebody else will.”

Response Strategy:
 • Decide if it’s a bluff or real—the buyer may be doing this 
  with other vendors as well.
 • Know your BATNA (best alt. to a negotiated agreement).
 • Make a Best and Final offer, which may be one further 
  value add or concession. 
 • Always be willing to walk. 

GOOD COP, BAD COP
Buyer Says: “I’ve brought along our colleague, Darth CFO...”

Description: Buyer introduces a “bad cop” late in discussions 
to pressure price, change the agreement, and reopen closed 
issues.

Response Strategy:
 • Bring your own bad cop.
 • Don’t blink or look intimidated.
 • Stick to objectives, possibilities, requirements, and 
  alternatives, and focus on outcomes.
 • Wait it out, stay present, don’t rush.

“WE’RE DONE.”
Buyer Says: “We can’t go forward with what you’ve 
proposed...”

Description: Scare tactic to see if you’ll cave to the buyer’s 
communication that they will walk.

Response Strategy:
 • If you think it’s a bluff, don’t cave or blink.
 • Ask, “Why?”
 • Focus on opportunities and possibilities.
 • Consider changing the scope vs. just dropping the price.

TEMPER TANTRUM
Buyer Says: “I can’t believe this!!”

Description: A sometimes-planned, heightened emotional 
reaction to price or a specific term in the proposal in order 
to evoke a response from you.

Response Strategy: 
 • Don’t get rattled. Remain professional.
 • Suggest taking a short break.
 • Get back to objectives and possibilities.

Sometimes buyers use tactics to gain advantages in negotiation at the seller’s expense. Even if your mindset 
and approach is win-win, you need to know how to counter any tactics that might be thrown your way.

Learn to Respond to These Buyer Tactics & Master Sales Negotiation 
Enroll in RAIN Sales Negotiation online training and you’ll get the tools and develop the skills you need to take control of 
every negotiation so you walk away with not just a good deal, but the best deal possible. This online, on-demand program 
digs deep into a negotiation process that’s been proven to work for sellers. It’s a process that delivers results.. 

Try RAIN Sales Negotiation today: http://goo.gl/K1ZTGJ.

SALES NEGOTIATIONS

Boston • Bogotá • Geneva • Johannesburg 
London • Mumbai • Seoul • Sydney • Toronto

WWW.RAINGROUP.COM

1616

Learn
 more!Learn
 more!

RAIN GroupCheck out our infographic on the 16 
Negotiation Tactics, which includes 
how to identify when each tactic is 
being used and how to respond. 

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/6-essential-rules-of-sales-negotiation-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/infographic-16-tactics-buyers-use-in-sales-negotiations
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/infographic-16-tactics-buyers-use-in-sales-negotiations
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The 6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation 

RAIN Group’s 6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation are based on two decades of 
observing sales negotiations, and training and coaching sellers to negotiate. They 
represent the six key areas where the best negotiators excel. Our Top Performance in 
Sales Negotiation research re-tested and confirmed the validity of the 6 Essential Rules. 

1. Always Be Willing to Walk. Your mindset is critically important when it comes to 
negotiating. If a buyer knows you need a sale, they have leverage. If you’re willing 
to walk and a buyer knows it, you level the playing field. It’s always okay to want, 
but never okay to need, the sale.

2. Build Value. Faced with a challenge or pressed on price, too many sellers cave. 
However, objections—whether focused on price, trust, urgency, competitive 
challenges, or anything—can be met with problem solving and value building. If 
you focus on objectives you can almost always come up with ideas buyers will 
appreciate without lowering the price.

3. Lead the Negotiation. Too many sellers allow buyers to drive negotiations. 
This leaves sellers playing catch up, reacting instead of leading the negotiation. 
Sellers should lead. They should set the agenda for meetings, and go first with 
offers and ideas, objectives and concerns, and pricing parameters. Too many 
sellers ask for budget when they should be sharing pricing proactively.

4. Effect Emotions. Sales negotiations are emotional affairs. There’s anxiety, 
wariness, anger, frustration. But there’s also satisfaction, fulfillment, and 
relief. The best sales negotiators bring about, or effect, emotions of buyers 

deliberately. These sellers make buyers feel connected, engaged, respected, and 
valued. Sellers also manage their own emotions so they can do what they must 
without fear of loss or conflict.

5. Trade. Don’t Cave. Buyers often test sellers’ cave tolerance. They ask for a lower 
price and other concessions and they often get them. The best sales negotiators 
are willing to explore new possibilities, change scope, or make a trade that could 
change the price. Sellers who plan for trades, and have them ready when it’s 
time, develop and win better agreements.

6. Plan to Win. Preparation is often cited as the greatest determinant of 
negotiation success. If you know what you want, work to understand what the 
buyers want, plan your strategy, and plan for any tactics you might face, you’ll 
create great agreements consistently, and win maximum sales at favorable 
terms and pricing. 

The first letter in each rule creates the acronym ABLE To Prevail. Remembering ABLE To 
Prevail will help you commit the 6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to memory.

As you look at each of the buyer tactics in this white paper, we’ve indicated which of the 
6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation apply. You can also print out the 6 Essential Rules 
graphic on the next page as a reminder.



You can want, but you can’t 
need. Know when to walk. 

Walk when you should.

Always Be Willing to Walk

Brainstorm new possibilities for 
coming to agreement.

Build Value

Set the agenda. Go first. 
Don’t let the other party 

take control.

Lead the Negotiation

Inspire theirs. 
Control yours.

Effect Emotions

Always trade for value. Don’t 
drop price in a vacuum. 

Don’t get bullied.

Trade. Don’t Cave.

Know what you want. 
Plan for tactics you 

might face.

Plan to Win

OF SALES NEGOTIATION
E S S E N T I A L  R U L E S

S I X
1

2

5

3

6 4

ABLE To PrevailAcronym to remember 6 rules:© RAIN Group
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TACTIC NAME: ONE LAST THING

Sellers are most vulnerable at the time of agreement, and this is when buyers often perceive they 
have the most leverage. Sometimes it’s true. Buyers do have leverage when sellers are keen—too 
keen—to get a deal done. Too keen, and thus, extra vulnerable to this tactic.

Be prepared in advance to respond if buyers ask for concessions.

When you encounter this tactic, respond with a question and bargain. For example, “Well, if we’re 
able to do that, do you think you might be able to…?” Often the buyer drops the issue, you both 
save face, and you maintain a peer dynamic. 

Sometimes the trade is the agreement itself, but you have to counter One Last Thing with One Last 
Thing. For example, “If we agree to come out live to do the kickoff versus doing it virtually, can we 
assume we’re good to go? That this is the last thing?”

6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to Apply: 

 � Rule #5: Trade. Don’t Cave.

 � Rule #6: Plan to Win

Buyer Tactic #1: Use Seller Eagerness to Get a 
Deal Done to Wring Out Final Concessions

ONE LAST THING
Buyer Says: “I can get that signed today if you give 
this one last concession...”

Description: Buyer catches the seller at their most 
vulnerable point and uses eagerness to get the deal 
done to wring out final concessions.

Response Strategy: 
  Don’t be tempted to cave.
  Remind the buyer that the process to get to final 
  agreement includes flexibility on both sides.
  Respond with questions and a trade offer.

85% Effective
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Buyer Tactic #2: “We Need a Better Price”

TACTIC NAME: WHACK BACK

Buyers are often trained, no matter what, to have their first response be to ask for price 
concessions. No matter what’s presented to them, they ”Whack Back” a request for lower price. 

Buyers (54%) and sellers (67%) say buyers state the need for a better price in negotiations.

If the buyer comes back with an exceptionally low price, you can let them know that won’t work 
and why. If they agree, that’s it. Move on. However, if it’s just simple price push back, they might be 
setting an Anchor (see page 13) to set the stage for later negotiation. 

They may also simply not yet know the value they’re going to get. If it’s still in front of you to finish 
selling, do just that. If you’re in the negotiation phase, build value by focusing on their objectives 
and the possibilities for how to get there. Create value and price will become less of an issue. 

If it does come down to changing the price, make sure you trade and don’t simply cave. 

6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to Apply: 

 � Rule #1: Always Be Willing to Walk

 � Rule #2: Build Value

 � Rule #5: Trade. Don’t Cave.

83% Effective

WHACK BACK
Buyer Says: “Your price is too high...”

Description: Common buyer tactic to ALWAYS push 
back on the first price offered.

Response Strategy: 
  Ask, “Why?” The response you get is often faulty 
  logic.
  Follow the RAIN process for responding to 
  objections.
  Focus on objectives and possibilities.

The 5 Most Effective Negotiation Tactics Buyers Use on Sellers  11

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/how-to-handle-sales-objections-thank-you
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Buyer Tactic #3: “Meet Us in the Middle” (Even 
Though the Middle Might Not Be Fair)
TACTIC NAME: SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE

Splitting the Difference is the one tactic buyers admit to using (41% use it) more than sellers think 
they do (37% of sellers think buyers use it). In any case, “Meet us in the middle” is very common.

If you’re asked to Split the Difference, search for a better solution. You can almost always find 
something better. 

The buyer may be testing your cave tolerance. If so, don’t cave. They may position the middle as fair, 
but that depends on the anchors. The middle may be bad for you, but good for them. The middle is 
not inherently fair. 

With this tactic, beware of the emotional appeal of showing “good faith” and Splitting the Difference. 
Buyers often implore you to think like this and entreat you to do this, and it can have a strong draw. 

You can Split the Difference if the spread between fair and not fair is insignificant enough that it’s 
good for you to move forward. In any case, bargain for Splitting the Difference to be the last thing 
you do before you move forward. For example, “If I do this, do we have an agreement?”

6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to Apply: 

 � Rule #1: Always Be Willing to Walk

 � Rule #5: Trade. Don’t Cave.

79% Effective

SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE
Buyer Says: “Just meet me in the middle and let’s 
call it a day...”

Description: Buyer asks you to meet them in the 
middle even though the middle may not be fair for 
you. 

Response Strategy: 
  Beware of the emotional appeal of showing   
  “good faith” by splitting the difference. 
  Don’t cave.
  Search for a better solution.

The 5 Most Effective Negotiation Tactics Buyers Use on Sellers  12
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Buyer Tactic #4: Share a Low Budget Up Front to Set 
the Stage for Bargaining to Start at a Low Price
TACTIC NAME: ANCHORING

Twenty-seven percent of buyers say they share budgets on the low side explicitly as a negotiation 
tactic. Note that buyers often push hard on price and overstate how critical price is. Buyers use 
tactics to lower seller pricing most of the time in negotiations, but only 20% to 30% of buyers are 
highly price sensitive.

That’s right! Only 20% to 30% of buyers are highly price sensitive!  

You should set the Anchor before the buyer does. If they go first, re-anchor quickly. For example, a 
seller might say, “I appreciate that that might be the budget, but these kinds of initiatives tend to be 
in the XYZ range for us.” If the buyer sticks to their Anchor, ask “why” and “tell me more” questions. 
Find out if it’s real. It can be a ploy, it can be a firm reality, or it can be what-it-is-today reality. 

Sixty-two percent of buyers agree with the statement, “We had the flexibility to pay more for this 
solution if the supplier demonstrated why doing so was worth it.” Perhaps more tellingly, only 16% 
of buyers disagree with this.

6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to Apply: 

 � Rule #3: Lead the Negotiation

 � Rule #2: Build Value

 � Rule #6: Plan to Win

76% Effective

ANCHORING
Buyer Says: “We’re looking to spend no more than 
$500,000 for this...”

Description: Buyer shares a target number, such as 
a budget cap, to anchor the bargaining range on the 
low side.

Response Strategy:
  Go first with price. Don’t wait for them.
  Find out whether it’s a real number or a ploy.
  Understand what their likely alternatives    
  are—this will help you respond.

The 5 Most Effective Negotiation Tactics Buyers Use on Sellers  13
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Buyer Tactic #5: Require Sellers to Negotiate 
in Very Tight Timeframes
TACTIC NAMES: GOING GOING GONE & CLOSING WINDOW

These tactics are commonly referred to as ”time pressure.” Sometimes it backfires on buyers when 
they lose the best options because vendors walk, or because they pressure seller prices so hard 
the sellers are forced to change scopes, diminishing the possibility buyers achieve the results they 
want. But when it comes to pressuring price, time pressure works. 

Closing Window. This is a calendar-centric form of time pressure. Either the buyer won’t give or 
has wasted available time to work things out. Now it’s concede or no deal. They may suggest a time 
waster (e.g., “Let’s do a site tour”) or make a power play (e.g., give you two days to write a 50-page 
RFP response). Always ask for more time to do things right and stick to the agenda.

Going, Going, Gone. This is a competitor-centric form of time pressure where “if you don’t accept 
the agreement, somebody else will.” You have to decide if it’s a bluff or real. The buyer may be 
doing this with other vendors, too. Know your Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA). 
If it’s time to make an agreement, you can make a Best and Final offer, which may include one 
further value add or concession, or may be holding your ground and awaiting a decision. 

6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation to Apply: 

 � Rule #3: Lead the Negotiation

 � Rule #2: Build Value

 � Rule #5: Trade. Don’t Cave.

75% Effective
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Buyer Says: “I’m talking to [your competitor], and I’m 
confident they’ll go for this.” Or, “Let’s do a site tour first...”

Description: Time pressure tactics can be real when a 
buyer wastes time and leaves little time to negotiate, or 
manufactured when a buyer suggests others may accept 
their offer if you don’t take it first.

Response Strategy: 
  Know your BATNA.
  Make a Best and Final offer, which may be one 
  further value add or concession. 
  Focus on the business agenda.
  Always be willing to walk. 

CLOSING WINDOW
GOING, GOING, GONE
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You Can Succeed Against Hardball Negotiation Tactics

Many buyers focus on win-win negotiations, try to build relationships, get the right 
solution, and are willing to pay a fair price for what they buy. Indeed, not everything 
buyers do is a hardball tactic designed to get you to lower price and give concessions. 

However, it’s also true that 55% of Top Performers in Sales Negotiation still encounter 
positional or distributive negotiations frequently, and 44% of them encounter mixed 
motive (which includes some positional negotiation along with win-win). 

As much as we might like everything to be easier, hardball negotiation tactics are a 
frequent reality. When you encounter them, it’s best to have a plan and know how to 
respond. 

While you should know how to handle the full list of 16 tactics (see page 7), the five 
covered in this white paper are the most effective ones buyers have in their arsenal. 

And all the buyer tactics studied, including the remaining 11 on the list, had at least 63% 
of buyers rate them as effective. Overall, this list is all too effective for buyers. 

The five most effective buyer negotiation tactics:

1. One Last Thing: Buyers use sellers’ eagerness to get a deal done to wring out 
final concessions.  

2. Whack Back: Buyers say, “We need a better price.” 

3. Split the Difference: Buyers say, “Meet us in the middle,” even though the 
middle might not be fair for sellers.  

4. Anchoring: Buyers share a low budget up front to set the stage for bargaining to 
start at a low price. 

5. Going Going Gone and Closing Window: Buyers require sellers to negotiate in 
very tight timeframes. 

Given the hundreds of thousands of sellers we’ve trained around the globe, we’ve 
learned the best way to respond to these tactics is to know what to do and to practice. 
In real-time negotiations, anxiety grabs ahold of many sellers and they don’t say or 
do the right thing. The fact that Top Performers are 9.3x more likely than The Rest to 
receive extremely effective negotiation training speaks to the very real value gained from 
knowing what to do and practicing.

If you do practice and learn, you’ll succeed much more often, even in the face of very 
effective tactics sellers use on buyers. 
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Appendix

QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THE TOP PERFORMANCE IN SALES NEGOTIATION 
BENCHMARK REPORT

Data in this white paper is from our Top Performance in Sales Negotiation Benchmark 
Report. In the full report, we answer:

 � How should we define top performance in sales negotiation? 

 � What do Top Performing sales negotiators do differently than The Rest? 

 � Is win-win (partner) negotiation the best strategy for success, or is it distributive 
(win-lose, positional), mixed motive (a combination of both), or something else? 

 � What are the most common negotiation tactics buyers use with sellers?

 � Which tactics work the best for buyers and sellers?

 � Which negotiation tactics, if sellers use them, tend to turn buyers off? 

 � Is negotiation different in your industry? 

 � ”What’s the one thing suppliers could do differently to make negotiation 
successful for everyone?” See answers from 449 buyers (business and 
procurement buyers), categorized by response along with a sampling of 
verbatims.

 � How are business buyers different when negotiating vs. procurement function? 

 � What do people in the procurement function want? 

 � How important is price really? 

 � Should you come in high on price and expect to negotiate down, or come in at 
core price and focus on holding firm?

 � How many sellers ask for a budget vs. go first and set an anchor for price and 
solution framework? 

 � How many buyers share budgets when sellers ask? 

 � While many sellers are anxious when it comes to negotiation, some are quite 
confident. What makes confident sales negotiators confident? 

 � Who gets more effective negotiation training, buyers or sellers?

 � What do buyers want sellers to do that sellers largely do not do?

 � Which negotiation tactics do buyers employ when negotiating, and how does 
that compare to what sellers think buyers do? 

 � Does training make a difference in confidence and results? 

 � What has to happen in the training to make it most impactful for sellers? 

The Top Performance in Sales Negotiation Benchmark Report will be available to the public 
in January 2020 for $1,999 USD. 
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Appendix

WHO ARE THE BUYERS?

A goal of the Top Performance in Sales Negotiation research was to help sellers understand what buyers 
want, what buyers do, and, ultimately, how to succeed in negotiations with buyers based on in-depth 
knowledge.

In addition to sellers, we studied data from 449 buyers, including 247 business buyers (those not in the 
procurement function) and 202 procurement buyers (procurement and purchasing professionals).

What we learned is fascinating. Our study of buyers and sellers who engage deeply and regularly in a 
variety of types of negotiation substantially informed our thinking and advice for sellers who negotiate. 

BUYER DEMOGRAPHICS SNAPSHOT

“Do your homework and think about me, my business, and 
what I value. Most suppliers are too lazy here. If they were 
more engaged and flexible not only would I listen to their 
arguments, I’d be more likely to buy from them because I’d 

see them as collaborative problem solvers. When they just give 
me a price or make a small change if I request something, 

then they’re treating me transactionally and that’s not what I 
want from more strategic suppliers.” 

– Business Buyer

BUY-SIDE RESPONDENTS ROLE GEOGRAPHY

 � 449 buyers, including 247 business buyers 
(those not in the procurement function) 
and 202 procurement buyers

 � Responsible for $2.59 billion in negotiated 
purchases in last 12 months

 � Over 26 industriesAmericas
58%

EMEA
22%

APAC
20%

Other
2%

Procurement/
Purchasing

45%

Individual
Contributor

17%Business 
Buyers

55%

Director
27%

Manager
26%

VP/C-level
28%
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Buyers are savvier than ever and always on the lookout for the best value. You need your team ready and prepared to 
handle the variety of tactics thrown at them during a negotiation.

If you want your team to achieve top performance in negotiation, and keep margins, profitability, and customer satisfaction 
high, RAIN Sales Negotiation will get you there. 

In the RAIN Sales Negotiation program—featuring the 6 Essential Rules of Sales Negotiation—your team will learn to:

 � Sell the value of your solutions and reduce price pushback

 � Respond to objections in a way that moves buyers closer to the close

 � Win against lower-priced competitors 

 � Deal with buyers who are just trying to get concessions

 � Avoid critical mistakes in the negotiation process that kill credibility and the sale

If the sellers on your team are getting beaten up in negotiations, caving when the price pressure is put on, or are not doing 
and saying the right things, RAIN Sales Negotiation training can help. 

The fact that Top Performers are 9.3x more likely than The Rest to receive extremely effective negotiation training speaks 
to the real value gained from knowing what to do and practicing. Give us a call today to get started. 

BOSTON | BOGOTÁ | GENEVA | JOHANNESBURG | LONDON | MUMBAI | SEOUL | SYDNEY | TORONTO

raingroup.com | info@raingroup.com | 1-508-405-0438

APPROACH

Onsite Workshops: Customized training 
based on your industry, company, 
solutions, and the specific negotiation 
challenges your sellers face. 

RAIN Sales Negotiation Planner: Tool to 
guide sellers through a proven process to 
prepare for negotiations.

Robust Reinforcement: Our education 
system ensures training is reinforced over 
time using job aids and tools, interactive 
online learning, email reinforcement, VILT, 
and coaching.

Execution Assurance: Accelerate 
your results with our 90-day execution 
assurance process—the key to 
accountability, change, and generating 
maximum ROI. 

Top Performers in Sales Negotiation are 9.3X more likely to receive extremely 
effective negotiation training.

https://www.rainsalestraining.com
mailto:info@raingroup.com
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RAIN Group helps organizations:

 � Develop and improve sales strategy, process, messaging, and talent

 � Enhance sales capability with award-winning sales training

 � Design and execute strategic account management initiatives

 � Increase effectiveness of sales management and coaching

Best IP: We study buying and selling relentlessly through the RAIN Group Center for Sales Research. 
Our research and field work allows us to create industry-leading intellectual property to help our clients 
achieve the greatest success.

Best Education System: We use the best education approaches, methods, and technologies to make 
training work, stick, and transfer to the job. 

Best Results: We make it our mission to drive value and achieve the highest client satisfaction through 
excellence in quality and producing transformational results for our clients. 

RAIN Group unleashes sales potential by 
delivering transformational experiences.

BOSTON | BOGOTÁ | GENEVA | JOHANNESBURG | LONDON | MUMBAI | SEOUL | SYDNEY | TORONTO

raingroup.com | info@raingroup.com | 1-508-405-0438

9
Worldwide locations

2002
Founded

75
Countries where we’ve 

delivered training

4.8
Out of 5 average 

facilitator quality score

Top 20
Sales Training Company 
as recognized by Selling Power 

and Training Industry

SALES TRAINING 
PROGRAM OF THE YEAR

https://www.rainsalestraining.com
mailto:info@raingroup.com

